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Section - A (20  1 = 20) 
Answer ALL Questions 

01. In the equation n = h/2, the term h is called 
      (a) Dirac’s constant    (b) Boltsmann constant    (c) rate constant   (d) Planck’s constant 
02. The equation for commutative operator  
      (a) ab = ba   (b) a+b = b+a   (c) a(bc) = (ab)c   (d) both a and b   
03. Eigen functions of Hermitian operator corresponding to different eigen values are --------. 
      (a) orthogonal   (b) orthonormal   (c) normalized   (d) all the above. 
04. The zero point energy for a particle in 1D box, when n=1 is 
      (a) 4h2/8ma2   (b) n2h2/8ma2   (c) h2/8ma2    (d) n2h2/ma2 
05. The vibrational stretching frequency of a diatomic molecule depends on 
       (a) Force constant (b) Masses of two atoms (c) both a and b  (d) none 
06. The vibrational degree of freedom for (i) O2 (ii) CO2 (iii)CHCl3 and (iv) C6H6 are   Respectively 
       (a) 1,4,9,30  (b) 4,1,9,30  (c) 1,9,4,30   (d) 1,4,6,30 
07. Electronic excitations occurs in the range of EMR from 
       (a) 200 to 700 nm (b) 220 to 750 nm  (c) 250 to 550 nm     (d) 200 to 1000 nm 
08. Movement of nuclei is negligible during the time taken by an electronic transition. It is called  
      (a) Born-Oppenheimer approximation   (b) Franck – Condon Principle 
      (c) Lambert- Beer’s law     (d) none 
09. The escaping tendency of a substance in a given state is called   
      (a) activity    (b) fugacity    (c) activity coefficient       (d) concentration 
10. According to approximate method of determination of fugacity, which of the following is   
      correct?   
      a) lnf = lnP -1/(RT)∫αdP                  b) lnf = lnP + 1/(RT)∫αdP                                                                
      c) f = lnP – 1/(RT)α∫dP                   d) lnf = lnP +1/(RT) α∫dP 
11. That state in which fugacity of a gas is equal to unity is called 
      (a) non-reference state      (b) ideal state     (c) equilibrium state         (d) standard state 
12. The minimum number of phases in any system is  
      (a) one    (b) three    (c) two    (d)  zero 
13.”The concentration of the intermediates remains constant at steady state concentration where     
      the rate of formation of an intermediate is equal to the rate of destruction” is  known as  
      (a) early transition state                             (b) late transition state                                                   
      (c) steady state approximation                 (d) Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
14. In a highly exothermic reaction, if heat liberated is not dissipated, the temperature raises   
      quickly .Consequently, the rate of the reaction increases very rapidly and ultimately what     
      occurs?   
      (a) reaction goes to a completion very slowly         (b) thermal explosion occurs                     
      (c) equilibrium occurs                                                (d) products will be formed instantaneously 
15. Which one of the following gives the correct equation for primary salt effect?   
      (a) k = ko+ 1.018 ZAZB√μ                         (b) log k = log ko + 1.018 ZAZBμ                                    
      (c) logk = log ko +1.018ZAZB√μ               (d) log k = log ko – 1.018 ZAZB√μ 
 



16. The ionic strength of a solution is given by   
      (a) I = 1/2Σmizi2            (b) I=1/2Σmi2zi2             (c) I = ½ Σmi2zi             (d) ½ Σmizi 
17. Which of these scattering involves no energy transfer that leads to molecular interactions? 
      (a)non-reactive scattering     (b)reactive scattering     (c) elastic scattering     (d) inelastic scattering 
18. By which process, transition occurs between states of different spins? 
      (a) internal conversion      (b) inter system crossing       (c) fluorescence    (d) phosphorescence 
19. Which of these is the condition for laser action? 
      (a) population inversion    (b) absorption    (c) emission        (d) stimulation 
20. Which of the following acts as electron scavenger in radiolysis of water? 
      (a) D2   (b) N2    (b) D2O   (d) N2O 

Section - B (5  5 = 20) 
Answer Any FIVE Questions 

21.  (a) State and explain Heisenberg uncertainity principle.    (OR) 
       (b) Derive angular momentum operator. 
22.  (a) Discuss the vibrational spectra of an anhormonic oscillator.   (OR) 
       (b) Write a short note on Fortrat diagram. 
23.  (a) Determine fugacity by equation of state method.     (OR) 
       (b) Explain the phase diagram for two solid and one liquid system. 
24.  (a) Explain primary kinetic isotopic effect.       (OR) 
       (b) Explain the influence of ionic strength on the rates of ionic reactions. 
25.  (a) Explain the shock tube method used in the study of fast reactions.  (OR) 
       (b) Discuss the applications of radiation chemistry. 
 

Section - C (3  10 = 30) 
Answer Any THREE Questions 

26.  (i) Explain particle in one dimensional box. Write the Schrodinger wave equation for it. How  
        can this equation should be solved for  and E. (7) 
        (ii) Explain eigen functions and eigen values with simple examples. (3) 
27.  (i) Explain Franck- Condon Principle with neat diagram.(5) 
       (ii) Give the application of IR spectroscopy in the analysis of structure. (5) 
28.  (i) How will you determine activity and activity coefficient by emf method?(5) 
       (ii) Apply phase rule to three component system with three liquids. (5) 
29.  Derive Eyring’s equation. Explain the thermodynamic aspects of it? 
30.  (i) Describe the various photo physical processes in electronically excited molecules. (5) 
       (ii) Discuss the applications of laser. (5) 
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